
3. Apply Permabond Al 34 adhesive to the outside of the  and insert, closed
end first, into the end of the housing with the slot pointing downwards. Tap fully into the 
until bottomed out.

4. Refit the gaiter, engaging the breather tube into the gaiter hole, and secure with a new clamp.

5 . Repeat for the opposite side if necessary.

HD.5  UPPER STEERING COLUMN ASSEMBLY

The upper steering column assembly comprises an inner column which connects the steering wheel
to the intermediate shaft, and a tubular steel outer column which supports the inner column and carries
the column lever switches for lighting and wiper control, and also the ignition switch/steering lock.

Both inner and outer columns are of fixed length, but are telescopically collapsible when subjected
to crash forces. The two parts of the inner column are fixed together by plastic pins designed to shear
and allow telescoping to occur beyond a specified axial load. The two part outer column tube uses
gripper rings to retain the column length, with the lower part fixed to the pedal box, and the upper
section attached to the scuttle beam via ‘break out’ alloy inserts. These inserts are retained in slots in
the upper column mounting bracket by nylon pins which are designed to shear under crash impact and
allow the column to break free of the alloy inserts and scuttle beam and telescope downwards. This
behaviour minimises steering column intrusion into the cabin in a vehicle frontal collision,

The top end of the outer column tube is secured to an alloy bearing housing which accommodates
a ball bearing to support the inner column, and provides mountings for the column lever switches, horn
push pick up, and steering lock/ignition switch. On  equipped cars, the rotary connector is also
secured to this housing.

Apply Permabond A 134
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